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ABSTRACT

Current environmental and financial restrictions on harbour developments dictate that

alternatives to traditional fixed rubble mound and caisson breakwaters are required. The

most common solution is the Floating Breakwarer. a concept which utilizes reflection.

dissipation, and/or transformation to reduce incident wave energy. The design and

construction of these for exposed coastal regions present major engineering challenges.

The primary objective of this thesis was to develop a comprehensive design rationale to

enable the designer predict local wave climate (exceedance probabilities, design spectra),

optimize a breakwater design (suuctural parameters, mooring ~ems) and estimate costs.

To facilitate this a number of aspects were reviewed including methods utilized in

predicting the wind-wave climate in fetch funited regions. design criteria for inner harbour

wave climates. and performance prediction techniques. Based on this review the author

developed a simplified deterministic approach to perfonnance prediction based on

dimensional and regression analysis ofmood test data.. This information was combined

into a computer simulalion to predict the local wave climate, optimize the nearing

breakwater size, design the mooring system, and detennine the cost effective solution.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUcnON

1.1 Overview

Current environmental and financial restrictions on harbour developments dictate

that alternatives to traditional fixed I1lbble~mound and caisson brealcwaters are essential to

the future of coastal engineering. The Floating BnakwaJer is one such alternative. a

concept which utilizes reflection, dissipation and/or transfonnation to reduce wave energy

and therefore attenuating incident waves to an acceptable level.

Floating breakwaters can act as the primary source of wave protection or

supplemental protection where partial shelter is afforded by other barrim such as reefs.

shoals and traditional fixed structures. Insta.Uation sites include small craft harbours,

marinas, yacht clubs., aquaeu1tunJ facilities, industrial waterfronts. and recreational areas.

During ecological emergencies. marine construction, military applications. and special

socia1Irecreationai events a temporary structure could prove very beneficial...



With respect to fixed rubble mound struewres. floating breakwaten pos.sess a

number ofdistinct advantages. These include lower capital cost, shaner construction

time, suitability for deep water sites. rninimaI impact on water circulation and marine

habitat, accommodation for a variety of bottom conditions. and effective perfonnance

where large tidal variation exists. Some disadvantages include the limitation to short

fetches, shoner service life (10 - 20 yeus) and. a portion ofme incident wave is

transmitted..

The engineering involved in the de$ign ofOoating breaJcwaten for exposed coastal.

regions present major challenges. In puticular. the forecasting of wave heights and

periods in a fetch limited environment and predicting the peri'ormance of a given floating

breakwater system are especially rigorous. With recent advances in the use of

probabilistic computer models. this a.n.aIysis can be completed in a more cost and time

effective manner.

1.2 Scope

The objectives of this thesis allow for an overall assessment of floating breakwater

technology in an effort to develop a probabilistic computer model suitable for preliminary

design purposes. These objectives include the following:

A review of the state of the art in floating breakwater technology. This includes a

disawion of the cJassification of floating breakwaters, a summary of mooring systems,

and an analysis of existing installations.



Review of methods utilised in predicting the wind-wave climate in fetch limited

regions in an eJfon to develop a deterministic technique to produce the data required

to assess floating brealcwater performance.

Review ofcurrent floating brealcwater pttformance prediction techniques and develop

a simplified determi.nistic model capable of estimating the struetunl and mooring

parameters.

Develop a probabilistic software model to estimate the local wind-wave climate,

evaluate 80ating breakwater performance. optimize the structural parameters. and

estimate the costs.

A demonstration ofthe programs capabilities is included by way ofa case study. A

current installation site at Dildo, Newfoundland was evaluated to determine the local

wind-wave climate, optimize the floating breakwater system, and determine the most cost

effective solution.



Chapter2

INTRODUCTION

2.1 Overview

The first documented example ora floating breakwater was recorded in 1811.

Proposed by GeomJ Bentham., the Civil Architect of Her Majesty's Royal Navy in Great

Britain, the structure was to provide shelter for the British. fleet at Plymouth. The system

was to consist of 111 wooden. triangular floating frames. each 18.3 m in length, 9.2 m in

width and 9.2 m in height., moored with iron chains (Readshaw, 1981)

In 1841, this issue offtoating breakwaters was again raised by Captain Taylor of

Her Majesty's Royal Navy. He proposed that treated 80ating wooden timber sections of

4.9 m draft and 2.1 m freeboard when connected to piles would provide a measurable

degr~ofproteerion(Readshaw.1981).

Once again in 1842. reference to -Reid'sK floating attenuation system was included

in the Civil Engineers and Architects Journal (1842). The breakwater (Figure 2.1)

consisted of an arched timbeT frame, with a sloping timber ramp on which the waves



would break. The width of the structure was 6.1 m. timbers 0.6 m square were used for

framing. and the total length ofa single unit was 18.3 meters. The sloping beach angled

downward at a 35· angle with a projected depth of4.6 m. Iron chain was utilized as

mooring lines, although problems with the mooring arrangement were anticipated. There

is no record of Reid's breakwater ever being built

fn a 1905 presentation to the Royal Dublin Society entitled "00 Floating

Breakwaters", Ioly proposed two floating breakwater concepts (Figures 2a and 2b) for the

east coast ofIreJ.aod (Joly, 1905). The designs were to take adViUltage of the added mass

of water enclosed within the walls of me syst~ providing a relatively stiffand

unresponsive structure to the ocean waves. Although this system was never constructed,

it roused interest in the concepts oftloating breakwaters,

Funher experience was reported in 1941 at LyseIcil. Sweden, where a 120 m long

Ooating concrete breakwater was built for a small cnUls harbour (WCHL, 1981). The

eatamann system was constructed from rectangu1ar concrete sections 4.5 m square.

Indications are that during its service the system perfonned satisfactorily.

Only minimal effons were expended on floating brealcwaters until the Normandy

Invasion of World War IT in 1948, when a floating system was required to protect the off·

loading area for soldiers and supplies. Referred to as the ~Bomba.rdon~. the system

(Figure 2.3) was ofa simple crucifix cross-section 61 m in length with overall cross

dimensions of9 m by9 m (Jellet, 1948). The system was designed to withstand waves

with heights of] m and periods in the range of5 to 6 s. Preliminary, full scale. trial

sections were tested indicating an efficiency in the range of 50 - 70"/0 (Todd, 1948).



Figure 1.1: Reid's Floating Breakwater
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Figure 1.1.: Joly's Roating Breakwater
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Fipre 2..3: Bombardon Floating Breakwater



During the 1970's., there was an explosion ofthe technology in which a lacge

number of floating breakwaters were constructed to protect marinas and small craft

facilities. The nwnber and variety of designs increased dramatically and in 1974. the first

conference on floating breakwaters was held at the University of Rhode Island (Kowalski.

1974). In 1981. a second 80ating breakwater conference was held at the University of

Washington (Nece and Richey, 1981).

There have been three significant publicatiom concerning floating breakwaters in

the past IS years. The first was by Lyndell Z. Hales, published in 1981. Sponsored by the

U.S. Waterways Experiment Station (WES) in Vicksburg. Mississippi. this study prov;ded

detailed information pertaining to a literature review (142 references). a description and

classification of floating breakwater configurations. and a detailed description of previous

model investigations.

The second was conducted by the Western Canadian Hydraulics Laboratory

(WCHL). also published in 1981. Sponsored by the Canadian Depanment of Fisheries

and Oceans., this study also provided a detailed lite:rature review (266 references).

description and cla.s.sifications of breakwaters and detailed descriptiom of previous model

investigations. One important aspect covered in this repon was a summary ofcurrent field

installations around the world.

The most recent and extensive StUdy was conducted by the Ocean Engineering

Research Centre (OERe) at Memorial University ofNewfoundland. A joint project

sponsored by the Department ofFisberies and Oceans. Public Works and Government

Services Canada. and Fisheries, Food and Agriculture Newfoundland. A database of more



than 800 references. an extensive survey of floating breakwater sites worldwide. and a

summary of previous experimental results were the most significant results of the study.

These reporn have summarized current breakwater technology to a considerable extent.

2.2 Classification

Floating breakwater systems reduce incident wave heights through the conversion

of wave energy via reflection, tranSformation and dissipation. 1bcse energy reduction

methods can act in a singular natuee or in a combination ofone, two, or all three modes.

The author suggests that the most effective approach for classification would involve

separating systems by these three methods of wave anenuation, as shown in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Floating Breakwater Classific.ation

Classification

A·_
I

""'"
"""""Hollow

Cor_

A'i
LogRaftlBWld1c

-..
Gcody<~

w_~

Pol~-tin

I
T""""'FIoo<

I
Ttubuleoce Geaentor

I
AaJble Membrue

Slopi.ngAoat

I
"""''''''''''''I

Cenueboard cmsoo



2.2.1 Rdlectioa

Reflective breakwaters utilize large vertical or inclined surfaces to reflect incoming

wave energy back out to sea. Efficiency is most sensitive to incident wave height and

period, depth and angle of the reflecting sur&ce and the overall struetw'e stability.

Adequate stability is provided by a very stiff mooring system. In some cases. wave energy

may be transformed into secondary wave trains (Eastern Designers and Company Limited

(EDCL), 1991). Typical design concepts include theA-Frame and Offset.

The A-frame (Figure 2.4) was developed and has been used ex:teasively in British

Columbia. A centerboard (timber) has been combined with stabilizers (steel, plastic, or

wood) and framing members (steel) to develop a large moment of inertia as an alternative

to increasing mass (Ricbey and Nece, 1974). Benefits ofthiJ system include its light

weigbt and simplistic design. The drawbacks are corrosion of steel frames, damage to

end~ through coUisions with other modules causing loss of buoyancy, and a high cost.

2.2.1 Transfonnarioa

Transformation breakwaters convert incident wave energy through induced motion

response into secondary wave trains of various beights and periods. Highest efficiencies

occur when these secondary transmitted wave trains are out of phase with the incident

waves. Attenuation is influenced by mass. natural periods of motion.. and stnIeture width

to wave length (Wan.. 1981). The degree of restraint afforded by the anchoring system

is not as crucial to performance as the reflective brea.lcwa1ers (EOCL. 1991). Concepts

grouped under this attenuation method include Caissons and Log RaftsIBundJes

'0



Figure 2.4: A-Frame Floating Breakwater

A typical caisson design is the Alaskan (Figure 2.5), a double pontoon system

constructed from concrete and polystyrene foam. The two large pontoons are held in

position using a series ofbraces to provide additional stiffuess and floatation. This design

is currently used in several harbours along the Alaskan coast.

2.2.3 Dissipation

Dissipative breakwaters conven wave energy into heat, sound, nnbulence or

friction by breaking waves on sloping surfaces or against structural members. Efficiency is

governed primarily through geometry and mooring restraints (WeIn.. 1981). These have

limited use in anenuating waves ofany significant height but have been used extensively in

\I



R~-:

Figure l.S: Alaskan Aoating Breakwater

attenuating wind genenued chop (EDCL. 1991). SystemS included in this classification

are Scrap Tir~s. Tt.IMred Floal, Fl~rihle M~mbran~s, and Turbulence G~neralors.

The most common of these designs is the Goodyear (Figure 2.6), which uses a

modular building-block design of 18 tires bound with flexible belting with overa.lliength,

width and beight dimensions of2.0 by 2.2 by 0.8 m respectivdy. Each unit is laid out in.

3-2·)-2·3-2-3 combination and held together with unwelded open·link galvanized chain.

Units are COMected to form a breakwater that is 3. 4 or S units in width. Additional

floatation is provided by cast-in-place foam positioned in the aowns of tires. Although

these breakwaters are cost effective, they need to be I to 1.5 times the design wave length

and consequently utilize considerable space.

12



PLAN VIE.....

Figure 1.6: Goodyear Scrap Tire Floating Breakwater

1.1.4 Hybrid

The three wave attenuation mechanisms (reflection. transformation. and

dissipation) are to some degree incorporated into each floating breakwater. Some systems

rely heavily on a combination of these. These breakwaters are hybrid. applying wave

attenuation mec.hanisms simultaneously and/or successively to be effective. The moSt

common systems include Sloping Float, Senten ReflecrtJ1', and Centerboard Cai.JSOn.

One of these systems. the screen reflector (Figure 2.7), first dissipates incoming

wave energy on a inclined porous surface. Energy which passes by and through this

surface are reflected by a wall. Although the structure does provide bener protection. the

costs are usually higher

13



Fipr'f: 1.7: Screen Reflector Breakwater

2.3 Nomenclature

As this design classification indicates, there are a significant number of floating

breakwater systems. The nomenclature associated with these systems can often imply a

different meaning fot each type, and a generic set of descriptive tenns which relate to

StniCtuTaJ, Mooring. and Wow parameters were required. The author has adopted and

modified nomenclature from various sources, primarily Kowalski (1974) and Gaythwaite

(1988). These parameters, which relate to StnlcnuaJ. Mooring and Waw chuaeteristics

are depicted in Figure 2.8, and timher defined in Table 2.2.

14



Figu~ 2.3: Aoating Breakwater Nomenclature

Table 2.2: Aoating Breakwater Nomenclature

SlructuraJ

Bs-width

As-l~ngth

Ds-draft

Ms - massll~ngth

Ts - sicksway~riod

Moorial

I.e - chain length

Me - chain massIl~ngth

D" - water depth

Xo - horizontal distance

IS

Wave

H, - incoming height

HIJ, - r~fl~ct~dheight

Hr - transmitted height

L", - Waw! I~ngth

T.. - wme puiod



2.4 Mooring Systems

A mooring synem for a typical floating coastal Stnleture generally falls under two

categories; fixed and cable. In a fixed system. piles develop holding capacity by mobilizing

the lateral soil pressure and skin friction in the surrounding seafloor material. Their

advantage is an ability to resist both uplift and laten.lloads. Unfortunately. they require

specialized installation equipment and their underwater in.staIlarion, particularly in deep

flowing water, is very expensive. In addition, their design requires detailed geotechnical

data to full pile depth, which is difficult and ex:pensive to obtain (Tsinker, 1986).

In a cable system (Figure 2.9), the structure is connected to a series of anchors to

hold the structure in position while allowing some vertical and horizontal movement. For

the above noted reasons, the cable system is predominant in tloating coastal Stnleturcs. A

review ofthe cable system components is included in the following sections.

2.4.l Ancllon

Anchors can be broadly classified according to their primary mode of developing

lateral resistance. There are three basic categories, which include drag embedment, dead

weight. and direct embedment..

Drag embedment anchors consists of a number of components which include the

shank. shackle., fluke., crown, and stock. The most commonly utilized types include the

Navy Stocldess, AC-14, Danforth, and LWT. Each of these anchors have associated with

them a -holding efficiency-. defined as the ratio of holding power to anchor weight. This

holding power is generated by activating shear stresses within the soil in which the anchors

16



Figure 2.9: Cable Mooring System

are embedded (Gaythwaite. 1990). This is governed by the mass of soil displaced (a

function of fluke area and penetration depth) and soil properties. Detailed geotechnica.l

information is necessary to accurately detennine the type and mass of anchor. In

situations where the anchor placement is crucial great care must be taken to ensure there

are no obstrUctions on or beneath the sea Boor.

The dead.weight or gravity anchor depends on submerged weight and friction to

pro"';de venica.l and horizontal resistance. When the block penetrates the sea floor there is

added resistance from suction in cohesive soils and active pressure in granular soils.

AdditionallateraI resistance can be obtained utilizing shon needle piles or projec:tions cast

into the bloclcs to activate soil resistance. The anchor shape also helps to penetn.le the

17



bottom and gain passive resistance within the soil (Gaytbwaite. 1990). Minor information

pertaining to the type of soil is required to adequately estimate soil friction.

Direct embedment anchors are forcibly driven into the bottom by pile hammers or

propeUants. Stake piles are drivm beneath the 800r and can be a.ce:umely located while

other anchors are propelled to a certain depth and are set by pulling on the anchor which

opens the fluke developing resistance (Gaythwaite, 1990). Again, some detailed

geotechnical information is necessary to accuratdy determine the size of anchor and

charge. Any obstrUctions on or just beneath the sea800r could cause severe problems.

1.4.2 Cabla

Cables are usually c1usified by material which include ,rynlMtics, win rope and

chain. In the case of deep water, it is a common practice to utilize chains near the

attachments, and synthetic lines in between. In the ca.se of shallow water, chain has been

the m&1erial ofchoice.

The main typeS of synthetic ropes include nylon, dacron., polypropylene,

polyethyiene" and Kevlar. Nyion is notable for its elasticity and energy absorption

properties while Dacron is attractive for its modest elasticity and range of available sizes.

Specially constrUcted plaited, braided. and pre-stretched ciao-on coveced with protective

polyvinylchloride or polyethylene jackets are also available. Two of the more common

types include "NolaroM and MMylar" _ Synthetic lines have demonstrated considerable

potential for shorHerm operations, due to their ease of handling. These types of materials

are not commonly used for long term floating structure installations.

18



Standard wire rope is constructed from very stron& tough. durable sted.

combining great strength with high fatigue resiswtce. They consist of wires wound into

strands and suands wound into ropes. The tJ1Ost. common type is a regular left lay, where

the winding of the wires into strands and the strands into rope oppose each other, thw

preventing the: rope from unlaying under tension. In marine applications., a electrolytic

zinc·plating (two to three times the normal coating) is necessary to protect the wire from

rapid weight loss and diameter reduction. Due to corrosion, these are DOt nonnally used

in a salt water environment, especially where high currents are present (Skop. 1988).

Chain is available in many grades, types., and materia1s. Ca.st·steel stud link chain

is recommended for sha1Iow water aJ:lchoring as it prevents tangling and twisting. Chain

has several advantages over the other cable types. These include the ability to be

connected to at any point along its length. high abrasion resistance, longevity, and its

ability to provide energy absorption from the: weight and catenary shape. Galvanizing is

usually reconunended to increase corrosion resistance. Another approach involves using

oversized chain for corrosion and utilize the additional weight to deepen the catenary

improving energy absorption characteristics (Miller, 1974).

1.4.3 Hardware

Various types of shackles.. swivels. centre rings, and terminations are required to

join the major components of a cable mooring system together. This misceUaneous

hardware experiences the greatest fatigue and as a result forms the weakest link in the

cable system. In many design situations the strength of the mooring system is limited by
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the capacity of these connections and splices (Miller, 1974). There are other accessories

including springs. clump weights and dng plales (Wemer-, 1988), which act to increase

tension in the mooring lines, thereby reducing breakwater motions and improving wave

attenuation. Clump weights also increase the catenary to provide deeper clearance for

passing vessels.

1....4 Pattenl.

The typical cable mooring anugement. is the spread pattern (Figure 2.10). In

most systems, it is conunonpLace to provide rJ}ore lines and beavier aDChon on the

seaward side, usually double the leeward side. Another unique feature involves the

placement of lines at the ends of the unngement at an angle between 45 to 60 degrees

(Western Canadian Hydnulics Limited, 1981). These provide additional restrictions to

movement in the lateral directions.

[n the majority of situations, and where possible, a scope of 2.5 or 3.0 to 1.0

should be utilited. This serves seven! functions which include the minimizing of line

length and costs, transfers the majority of the force to the anchor in a horizontal direction,

and increases the overall performance of the anchors as well as the structure.

With respect to the arrangement of the lines. there a number ofoptions. The most

utilized are the crossed non-connected, crossed connected, and uncrossed. The lines arc

usually connected with a centre ring. An evaluation of the site and type of breakwater will

usually determine an ideal configuration. For example aossed lines provide deeper

clearance for passing ships and require less space on the sea Ooor.
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PLAN VIEW'

FilUre 1.10: Spread Mooring Pattern

2.5 Prototype Installations

There have been over 150 floating breakwaters insta.l1ed world·wide in countries

such as Austra!i&, New Zealand, Great Britain, Italy. Japan, Norway, Switzerland, United

States, and Canada. A survey conducted by OERC identified a total of 135 installations

(Table 2.3). Most of the owners/operators indicated a degree of satisfaction in the range

of50 to 65 percent but indicated a demand for increased efficiency.

The majority of the problems~ related to the inadequacy of mooring systems

to reduce motion and hold the breakwater in place. The concepts suggested for future

investigations were the caisson, a·frame, screen reflector. and centreboard caisson.
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Table 1.3: lnstallation Type Summary

Classiji€atUJtI T_ N_mba
R~fl~ction A,·Framu 5

Off~t I.
TnmsformDnon Cafuons

Hol/qw..c~ntnd J5
Catamaran 1.- 4

RaftslBundks 7- J
BundJ~s 14

Dissipation Scrap Tires
Goodymr J2
Pole·TIn 4

WaveMau J
Tedrered Floar 1

Turbulence Generator 2
Flexible MembraM 1

Hybrid InclinrdlSloping Float 2
ScnMReflectDl' 1

CentTeboard Caisson 0

0"', 11

Total JJ5
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Chapter 3

WIND WAVE PREDICTION

When predicting loca1Iy generated wave beighu and periods in fetch limited

regions. two important factors must be considered. Firstly, the designer must be able to

predict wind velocities (direction and speed) representative ofthe location. Secondly, the

designer must be able to predict the wave regime based on wind speed.. duration, fetch.

and water depth.

3.1 Wind Climate ADalysis

To facilitate any probabilistic analysis. a designer must have statistics for the wind

direction and speed. There arc sevenJ convenient sources of information available,

published by environmental agencies such as Environment Canada.. This data is presented

in terms of percentage occurrence and mean hourly wind speed by direction and month.

The data presented by Environment Canada provides a probability distribution of

wind direction by month. which can easily be converted into a cumulative or exc:eedance
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distribution. A commonly used cumulative distribution for wind speed prediction is the

Rayleigh distribution. Typical cumulative distributions for 5,0, 7.5 and 10.0 mls mean

wind speeds are shown in Figure 3.1, and can be represented mathematically by Equation

].1 (Resio and Vmcent. 1977).

--- /0--,

f ::~Ej~ --~~.. // 3e " / 1
~ 0.6 _ /~ I
1 0.4 .' -// ---------

U /~/
0.1 -:;~.7'- ...-.---.---------...---------.--..-.-~ ....----..-.....-
.,

o /0 IS 20 15 JO Jj

If'iJtdSpud (ws)
-·····1.j

Figure 3.1: Rayleigh Cumulative Probability Distributions for Wmdspeed

(3.1)

where; U - predicted storm wind speed (mls)

Uu - mean wind speed (mls)
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Pu = probability of wind speed U (0-1)

The mean wind speed estimated from this equation must be corrected for several

factors which describe the atmOSpheric layer above the waves. These include elevation.

stability, location, and drag.

3.1.1 Elevatioa Correctioa

When winds are not measured at the 10 m elevation, the wind speed must be

adjusted accordingly. lfthe observed elevation does not exceed 20 m. which is usually the

case, a simple approximation (Equation 3.2) can be used (SPM, 1984).

(10)'U'G - Z Ur

where; Uu} s wind speed at 10 m elevation (m1s)

Z • anemometer beight (m)

Uz • predicted storm wind speed (m1s)

3.l.2 Stability COrnctiOD

(3.1)

When the air-sea temperature difference is zero, the boundary layer has neutral

stability. and no corrections are needed. When the difference is positive, the layer is stable

and the wind speed is less effective in causing wave growth. (fthe air is at a lower
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temperatUre than the layer, then there is increased wave growth. Resio and Vmcent

(1977) defined illl amplification ra.tio (Rr) to account for the effects of air-sea temperatUre.

An effective wind speed is obtained by Equation 3.3, where Rr is determined from Figure

3.2. In the cases where there is insufficient data,. an amplification ratio of 1.1 should be

used.

Ur - Rr U,.

where; Ur "" wind speed adjusted for stability (mls)

Rr - stability amplification ratio

Uu, = wind speed at 10 m devation (mfs)

{3.J)

3.1.3 Location Correc.tion

Overwater wind data is often not available. then data from nearby environmental. stations

can be obtained. These winds can be translated to overwater winds if they are the result

of the same pressure system. An effective wind velocity can be calwlated by Equation

3.4. where the location ratio (Rt) is obtained from Figure 3.3. When the fetch is less than

15 Ian. a location ratio of l.l is recommended (Resio and Vincent, 1977).

Uw - ~ U r

where; U.. - wind speed overwater (mfs)
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Figure 3.1: Stability tutio. Rr (Resio and Vtneent, 1977)
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R,. • location amplification ratio

Ur • wind speed adjusted for stability (mI!)

3.1.4 Ong Correction

After the above corrections have been made to the wind data, the wind speed is

converted to a wind·stress factor by Equation 3.5 (SPM, 1984). This accounts for the

drag over the sur&ce ofme water, relating the non-linear relationship between wind stress

and wind speed

u. - 0.71 (U.)W

where; UA • adjusted wind speed (m1s)

U. - wind speed overwater (mfs)

[3.5)

These approximations and adjustments reduce bia.ses in wind data and provide a

means ofobtaining information where adequate measurements are not available.

However, the collection of over water wind data is preferable, even if coUected for a short

period, it is of value in rdating over land wind data to over water values.

3.2 Wave Climate PredictioD

Prediction of wave height and period is normally done through the process of
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hindcasting, which utilises historical wind data to develop a wave climate based upon the

available wind speed. water depth. fetch and duration. The waves at prospective

breakwater sites are primarily the result oflocally generated winds, as fetches do not

exceed 10 km. There are a nu.m.ber offormuJae that can be applied for wave prediction.

most notably those produced for deep and shallow water waves as described in the Shore

Protection Manual (1984).

In recent years, there have been formulae developed which can be utilized to

predict wave heights and periods depending on whether the site is duration or fetch

limited, and which also provides a smooth transition between deep to shallow water, The

most recent series ofequations have been developed by Silvester and Hsu (1993).

Discussed in detail below, the equations are a major improvement over the techniques

used in the Shore Protection Manual

The Silvester and Hsu prediction process initiates with the estimate of the critical

or limiting duration (Equation 3.6) which indicates the time required for fully developed

seas to occur for a specific wind speed and fetch. For example, a wind speed of 20 mls

combined with a 3 Icm fetch and 6 m water depth requires 17,319 s (4.8 hrs) for a full

T.. • J078VU .. Xl

where; T,. - limiting duration (s)

V.. - adjusted wind speed (mls)

2.
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x - retch(1an)

J~l Fetcb Limited Wave PredictiOG

When the given dunben is longer than the limiting duration the wave growth is

limited by the fetch. The significant wave height and peale. period can be estimated directly

from Equations 3.7 and 3.8. For example,. the dunrion is 18,000 s for a wind speed 0(20

mfs, fetch of] ian, and a water depth of6 m, which is less than the limiting duration of

17,319 s. Therefore. the designer can apply these equations directly resulting in a

significant wave height and period orO.S8 m and 2.44 s respectively.

H,=0.026U;._JJJ16(O.U;')"j ._J 0.411 XU" I (3.7)
--1 --1-'[1J16(o.u;')"1

T, =0.846U,t-J IJ89(O.U;')"j ._J 0.401 XU·' I (3.1)
--1 --'1_'[J.789(0. U;')"I

where; Hs - significant wave height em)

T,. - peak: wave period ($)

Dw - average water depth over fetch (m)

UA ,. adjusted wind speed (mls)

X'" fetch (Ian)
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3.2.2 Duration Limited Wave Prediction

In this case the given duration is tess than the limiting duration. This results in an

effective fetch (Equation 3.9) chat is less chan the a.ceuaJ fetch. This effective fetch is

substituted into Equations 3,7 and 3.8 and the wave height and period talculated. For the

same example., the duntion is reduced to 10,800 s. which is less than the limiting duration

of 17.379 s. An effective fetch of 1.47 btl is calculated from Equation 3.9, which

corresponds to a wave period and height of0.41 m and 1.93 s respectively.

[ ]"X r...
~. 3078 t[iJ;

where; Xs =: effective fetch (Iem)

T,- ., limiting duration (s)

VA - adjusted wind speed (mls)

One of the shortcomings in previous wave prediction techniques for Doating

(3••)

breakwater installations has been to characterise the locally generated wind·wave climate

by a particular design wave, such as that produced by a 50 year stann event. The

diffia.1lties in defining acceptable limits have often resulted in unrealistic designs and costs.

The author has utilised a more rigorous probabilistic approach to define the appropriate

wave regime. In chapter 5, the author describes how these formulae were adopted into a

computer modd to conduct such a probabilistic design.
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Chapter 4

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

Once the wave regime has been prediaed, the next aucia1 step involves

determining the true performance of the t10ating breakwater under a specific set of

conditions. There have been numerous attempts to devdop a prediction technique, seven!

of which have met with modcn1e success. A second key aspect of performance analym

relates to the acceptable wave climate the designer aims to achieve. These aspects of

performance analysis have been investigated to determine a simplified deterministic

approach to performance analysis.

4.1 PredictioD Techniques

There are a number oftechniques that Wtte employed by designers to predict

performance of numerous breakwater types. The primary approaches include previous

experience, analytical methods, numerical methods. fidd trials. and laboratory testing.

These are discussed in some detail in the subsequent sections.
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4.1.1 Previous ExpuieaU!

There does exist significant infonnation on various types of sysrems currently in

Unfonunately this information is often biased due to what many refer to as the

~human maor". Owners and operators who have observed their system in the field

indicate the perfonnance to be 20·25% more effective than what would be measured

(Richey and Nece, 1984). As a result. this type ofinfonnation can be very misleading and

should not be used for performance prediction purposes.

4.1.2 Analytical Methods

Floating breakwaters were 6nt investigated utilizing approximations consisting of

idealiud forms ofwave barriers (rigid structure fixed near the swfa.ce). An expression for

the transmission coefficient (Equation 4.1) was developed by Macagno (1954). Wiegel

(1960) further investigated this model with prime consideration given to wave power

transmission (time rate of energy propagation) beneath a thin plate (Equation 4.2).

C _ [J • ( k. 8. sinh (k. D.) ),].;
T 1 cosh (k.. D.. - k.. D,)

J2 k.. (D., - D,) - sinh (2 k. D. - 1 k.. D,)
CT - 1 k.. D.. ... sinh (2 k", D..)
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where; Bs ., structure width (m)

Ds " strueturedraft(m)

D.. " wuerdepth(m)

Cr c transmission coefficient

K.. .. wave number

These models do not account for any effect which the motion of the structure can

impan on wave transmission. In an attempt to incorporate motion, Carr (1951) assumed

the nansmission coefficient for a rectangular cross section anchored in shallow water-

could be predicted from linear wave theory, hydrostatic pressure distributions, linear

damping and the sidesway component of motioD (Equation 4.3). The motion was

characterized by the wave and sidesway period.

C • [I + (~)' (Ii)'J;
r PwLwDw T~

where; Cr • transmission coefficient

L.. .. wave length (m)

Ms - strUcture mass per length (kglm)

Ts .. structure sidesway period (s)

T" - wave period (s)
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U.J Numerical Methods

Detailed computer models have recently been employed. These utilize simple

rectangular shapes where the wave interaction phenomena can be linearized and

simplifying assumptions taken to reduce the complexity ofthe problem. Numerical

prediction nonnally requires at least twO steps of analysis; -hydrodynamic- and -body_

response-. While the body response analysis can be solved utilizing standard methods of

numerical approximation, the bydrodytwnic analysis is mort complicated. A number of

numerical models for the bydrodynamic analysis has been developed in recent decades.

These have been reviewed and evaluated by seveal special.ists in the field (Bando and

Sonu, 1986) to determine the most computationally economic and effective method. The

most highly recommended technique is the Hybrid Green Function Method (HGFM),

proposed by Ijima. and Yoshida (1975).

U.4 FiddTrials

Full scale tests are very expensive and time consuming, and current methods of

recording and measuring waves have not been completely verified. There have been a

number offull scale sections tested, and indications are that field dliciencies are genenUy

higher than efficiencies predicted by laboratory or numerical methocb.

It has been suggested that this is due to the variability of the wave surface and

angle of attack.. When a wave encounters the structure, there are two important factors to

consider. Farstly, the effective width of the structure is increased as the angle of attack

increases. It has been well established that an Mease in width wiU increase attenuation.
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Secondly, the force on the structure must vary when both wave surface and angle of

attack are constamly changing. This variability reduces translation of the suucture which

has also been shown [0 increase attenuation.

4.1.5 Laboratory TatiDe

Developing and conducting a series of comprehensive [ests to evaluate

performance has been used very often. Unfortunately, this tends to be very costly and

time consuming. In addition. there are a finite number of test conditions which are

available. As a result, the test results are only valid when considering the same structure

exposed to similar conditions. Despite these sboncomings. it is this approach which holds

the most promise for performance prediction.

4.2 Dimensional Regression Technique

As mentioned previously. inadequate information on performance of prototype

installations exists and undertaking physical, numerical and fuji scale section investigations

is not considered feasible in the initial stages of design. Of these prediction methods, the

extrapOlation of results from previous model studies is the most reasonable approach.

The dimensional regression technique the author employed involved four basic

steps. FU'St, various breakwater systems were analyzed to ascenain what parameters were

important in the attenuation process. Second, dimensional analysis was conduaed to

isoJar:e the parameters into a series ofdimensionless ratios, relevant in describing the wave

attenuation process. Third, available model test data was coUected and converted into
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dimensionless ratios developed in step two. Fourth, a regression analysis was conducted

to find the most appropriate deterministic model. These steps are described in detail in the

subsequent sections.

4.2.1 Pan.m.etric Review

The primary factor in evaluating floating breaJcwa.ter performance is the

Transmission Coefficient (CT). defioed as the ratio oftraDsmitted wave height (HTl to

incoming wave height (HI). Prior parametric studies have utilized the ratios of structure

width to wave length (8s/ Lr ). wave height to ~ve length (HI I L..). stIUClW'e draft: to

water depth (Dsl Dr). and water depth to wave length (DrlL,,) are most commonly

utilized. In early analytical formulae, the ratio of structure m&S$ [0 wuer density. wave

length~ water depth (Ms I""Lr Dr) was considered important.

These tenus relate to two aspects ofbreakwater perfonnance. the structural and

wave parameten. A crucial aspect not covered adequaJ:e1y or even 11 all in previous

studies concerns the geometric sriffneu characteristics ofthe mooring system (K.w). a

measure oCtile force required to displace the breakwater 1unit from its originaJ or neutral

position.

GeO"'ftricSriffnw

For an llCQ.late deterministic model to be developed, a method to evaluate the

geometric stiffDe:ss was required. Typica1ly. mooring systems corWst ofa series ofchains

to bold the structure in position. These chains form a natural catenary shape and require a
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series ofdetailed calculations to determine the appropriate forces and corresponding

displacements. There wet'e twO primary sources ofinfomwion identified «Beneaux.

1976), (Tsinker, 1986» from wNch Equations 4.4 to 4.9 were developed. The tenns used

in these equations are further clarified by Figure 4.1.

[
(xi. r:!' W; xl ]

Lc - x, --x-,-- - 14 Fi (x: ... r:/J

where; X, - original horizontal distance (m)
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Xl - new horizontal distance (m)

4X - structure displacement (m)

F, - leeward ancborfine's pretensiOIl (N)

FI = seaward anchorline's pre·tension (N)

We - submerged anchortine unit weight (NIm)

Y, = vertical distance (m)

Lc - length of mooring line (m)

FJ = leeward anchortine's force (N)

F. - seaward ancbortine's force (N)

FA - applied external force (N)

Nil = number of mooring lines

Ku = mooring stifthess (NIm)

Consider a simplified scenario. a floating breakwater 30 m in length has 6 mooring

lines attaChed to the system. Three of these are COMected to the leeward side while the

other lines are COMected to the seaward side to form three pairs of lines (Nil). The is 20

mm diameter with a unit weight (We) 78.5 kN/m.. The wuer depth (Y,) is 10 mw the

lines are placed with a scope on to I (X, is three (3) times r,) to make X, 30 m. [{we

arbitrarily select a change in position (L1X) of0.2 m we can apply equations 4.4 to 4.9,

which indicate it would take 5kN to move the 30m structure O.2m, for a stiffness of

25kN1m..
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/ - FBW original position
1- FBW new position

J - anc:horliM'$ original position
4 - anchorliM's new position

Figure ".1: Catenary Mooring System

4.2.2 Dimentioaal ADalysis

The resulting basic functional Equation (4.10) contains eight variables. Since this

system is a surface dominated phenomenon. the viscous and inenia effects have been

considered negligible and excluded from the analysis.

H r - ;( H,. Lw. D.,. Br. Dr. Mr. KJ>l) (4.10)

where; H r - transmined wave height (m)

HI • incoming wave height (m)

L" ... wave length (m)
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D., - water depth (m)

Bs - structurE width (m)

Ds - structure draft (III)

Ms - structure mass per unit length (kglm)

KM - mooring stiffness (NIIII)

After a thorough review ofdimensional analysis techniques. the method of

synthesis was adopted. The reasoning for doing 50 was this technique uses linear

proportionality's (length dimensions) to devel.op a dimensionally homogeneous equation.

Based on Equation 4.10, six of the eight terms already have linear dimensions (m), while

the remaining two terms of mass per unit length (Ms) and geometric stifihess (KM) include

dimensions of mass (kg) and time (5).

In order to develop linear proportionality's, the synthesis technique allows you to

add the terms relating to gravity (g) and water density (p.,o) where necessary to develop

linear tem1S. The structure unit mass term (units of kg/m) was modified by dividing with

the water density (units oflcglml
) and taking the square root ofthe term to arrive a linear

proponionality (m). The stiffness term (units of kg/51
) is a little more complex, as it

contains both mass (kg) and time (5). The modification involves dividing by both the

gravitational constam (units Ofm/51
) and water density (units ofkg/m') then taJcing the

square root to arrive at a linear proportionality. These terms then replace the structure

unit mass and stiffD.ess in Equation 4.10 to arrive at the final functional Equation 4.11.
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where; Hr "" transmitted wave height (m)

H, = incoming wave height (m)

L.. = wave length (m)

D,," waterdeptb.(m)

8s '" structure width (m)

D~ = strueturedraft(m)

Ms '" structure mass per unit length (kglm)

!GJ ,. mooring.stiffi1ess (NIm)

g" gravitational COllSWlt (9.81 mI~)

p" 2 density of water (l02S !t&'m)

(4.11)

The 6naI step in the process.. is to create a series of dimensionless parameters, by

dividing each term by one of the others. This process allows for the modification of any

panuneuic term by dividing or multiplying as well as squaring or cubing._ The final basis

for the selection ofme terms should be based. on the particular system under investigation

and should reliect the understanding of the process involved. The most common

parameters have been shown in Equation 4, 12. and is cort5idered representative for a

variety ofBoating breakwater types. Other, more unique systems may not be completely
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explained by the results of the analysis. As a result, additional parameters would be

required to analyze the system. Provided the above steps are maintained, the parameters

derived from a separate analysis would still be valid.

c :!!L.. ;(!!.L D" !!L!!L.!!!.L.~) (4.11)
r H, L" , L" . £" 'D" . p"L?,.. 'KArL?,..

where; Hr >5 tra.nsmitted wave ~ght (m)

H, - incoming wave height (m)

L" .. wave length (m)

D" & waterdepth(m)

Bs - strUctUre width (m)

Ds = structure draft (m)

Ms - structure mass per unit length (kg/m)

IG.t .. mooring stiffhess (NIro)

K os gravitational constant (9.81 mls1

P" ... density ofwater (1025 kg/m)

4.1.3 Model Analysis

Now that we have our dimensionless tenos, the: next step was to collect all

available model test data and amu1ge the resulu with respect to these terms. The author

has considered one of me: most common design types, the caisson. A thorough review of
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numerous model studies conducted on caissons was coUected and sw:nnuriz.ed in

Appendix A. A summary plot of the data is shown in Figure 4.2, which plots the

transmission coefficient (Cd as a function of tile wave period (T,.).

Fipr'e 4.2: Caisson Data Sumrtwy

4.2.4 Multiple RqressiOD

In multiple regression the objective is to build a probabilistic model that relates the

dependent variable (in this case Cr) to one or more of the predictor terms as depicted in

Equation 4.13. This implies that each oCthe predictor terms have a linear relationship with

the dependent variable.
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Y .. a'" P,X, - PIX} + ..• P,X, ... &

where; Y = dependent variable

Cl '" regression constant

p. ,. regression coefficient

X; .. independent variable

(4.13)

When envirorunental variables (wave height, wave length, wiDd. velocity) are

present as the independent variables. the relatioll5hips are not nonnally linear. To correct

ror this non-linearity, the data must be transformed by utilizing intrinsically linear

functions, which include exponential, power, and logarithmic relationships (Table 4.1).

Table 4.1: Intrinsically Linear Functions (Devore, 1987)

The most widdy used intrinsically linear function is the power model. As shown in

Table 4.1, this involves taking the logs orboth the dependent and independent variables,

then proceeding with the regression. These single variable regression analysis techniques
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can easily be e:ttended to include multiple regression. Once complete the linear fonn of

the model can be convened to a simple power relationship as shown in Equation 4.14.

Y:aXf X:' ... X,A £

where; Y - dependent variable

a - regression constant

PI - regression coefficient

x. = independem variable

(4.14)

One ofthe problems with the transformation involves the error tenn (e), which in

the tnnsf"onned model represents the median ofthe error, not the mean. Therefore, the

error term or smearing estimator must be determined for the prediction to be

representative. According to Devore (1987) this is achieved by averaging the exponentials

of the residuals in the transformed model (Equation 4.IS).

where; £s - smearing estimate
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&. - residual

n - number ofdata points

When conducting the regression, the author utilized Microsoft Excel and

conducted a. stepwise forwacdlbackward substitution analysis. This procedure staIt5 off

with no predictors in the model and considers fining in tum with carrier X,. X1• and so on.

The variable which yields the largest absolute l-nztio (a measure of the influence of the

parameter) enters the model provided the ratio exceeds the specified constant. which has a

standard value of2 (t.). Suppose cartier X, entered the model, then models with (X,.

X;j.(X,. XJJ....• (X,. XJ are considered in tum. The tenn which coupled with X, that has

the highest t-nUio is then added to the model After each addition, the previous terms are

examined to ensure that their t-ratio also exceeds 2, and ifone ofthe previous tenns no

longer have a t-ratio which exceeds 2 it is discarded.

The principa.l behind the forwatdlbackward substitutions. is that a single variable

may be more strongly related to the dependent variable than either of the twO or more

variables individually. but in combination of these variables may make the single variable

subsequently redundant. While in most. situations these steps will identifY a good model,

there is no guarantee that the best or even a nearly best model will result. Close scrutiny

should be given to data sets for which there appear to be strong relationships between

some of the potential carriers.
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4.2.S Results

After an e:x.baustive analysis of the transformation mnhods. the power model was

adopted. The reasoning being aptness ofthe model. as the others did not adequately

describe the behaviour of the wave anenuation process. Based on the stepwise

forwardJbaclcward regression, the first term to enter was the relative width (Bs 1£,,)

parameters with a t-ratio of ·13.78. The next two terms to enter the relationship were the

mooring plU'1Jneter (Ntl g p"L.1 and relative depth parameter (D" IL,,) with t-rona's of

·2.41 and 2.44 respea:ivety. The regression analysis was continued on the remaining; three

parameters but, the t-{'atia's ofthese terms were allies.s than 2 and not included in the

relationslUp. The resulting linear ma.the:matica1 rdationship is shown in Equation 4.16.

I{Z~) --2.097+0J51m(~)-O.437~t)-OJ92m(g~M~J (4.16)

where; Hr ". tranSmitted wave height (m)

HI ... incoming wave height (m)

D" = water depth (m)

£" ". wave length (m)

Bs .. structure width (m)

KM ". mooring stiffness (NIm)

g - gravitational constant (mls2
)

pw - density of water (kglm)}
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To verify aptness oCthe model the author used two diagnostic plots. The first is a

plot of predict~v~measur~CdFigure 4.3), while the second is a plot of

standardized residuals against the predicted C r (Figure 4.4). The less the scatter in these

plots the better the fit of the model. If there are uends in the residuals either upwud or

downward the aptness of the model has to be questioned. With respect to the plots in

Figures 4.3 and 4.4, there are no obvious uends so Equation 4.16 is valid. More

information, OD model aptness and interpretation can be found in Devroe (1981).

The next step is to convert the linear relationship (Equation 4.16) into that ofa

power relationship. Utiliring a smearing estimator of 1.025, calD.1lated by Equation 4.15,

the resulting regression constant becomes 0.126. The remaining regression coefficients

become the exponents ofeach of three parametcn indicated by Equation 4.16. The final,

more useful, power relationship is shown in Equation 4.11, which provides a reasonable

representation of the wave attenuation process for a hoUow caisson floating breakwater.

A plot of the measuredv~ predicted Cr is shown in Figure 4.5.

(Dr)"'" (B,)~·m ( K. )~.
Cr -OJ26 L; L;; g~~

where; Cr - uansmission coefficient

D" - water depth (m)

L" - wave length (m)

Bs • structure width (m)
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~ .., mooring stiffil,ess (NIm)

g - gravitational constant (m/5
2)

A review aCthe mechanics of the bollow caisson is required to ensure that the

parameters derived from the regression analysis are valid. The caisson utilizes

transformation to attenuate incoming wave energy. This requires two imponant aspects; a

sufficient width (Bs) and mooring stifIDess (~) so that the stnJctuce is rdativdy

unresponsive to the passage ofw.ves. Hence, the regression equation is consistent with

this theoretical analysis. The third term is relative depth (Dr I L~). which is a direct

indication ofwhether- the structure is in deep, transitional or shallow waten. In shallow
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water depths. more energy is present Dear the surliwe which increases the caisson

performance, hence the addition of the term is reasonable.

The expoDel1lS ofthe relative terms are an indication of the sensitivity ofme

attenuation, as well as me effect of incteasiDg or decreasing the numerators. in this case

water depth (D.,), structure width (Bs), and mooring stiffness (K.w). The most sensitive

tenn is the relative width (Bsl L.,) ratio, with an exponent of -0.437. The negative

exponent implies that as the structUre width (Bs) increases relative to the wave length

(L ..), the transmission coefficient (Cr) dec:reases, improving performance. A So-~ increase

in widm (Bs) causes a corresponding decrease in the transmission coefficient (Cr) by 16%.

The same is cue of the mooring stiffnes.s (~) ratio, with an exponent of ..o.l92.

This results in only a 7% decrease in the transmission coefficient (Cr) for a SOO/a increase

in the stiffiJess (K.t). The third and 6na1 ratio ofre1ative depth (D..I L,,) has an exponent

of0.151, which causes a 6% increase: in the transmission coefficient (Cd for a SOO/a

increase the water depth relative (D.) to the wave length (L ..).

4.3 Performance Criteria

A aucia1 design aspect for floating breakwaters is to provide a set of performance

criteria tiua. !he structure must be designed to achieve. A number of studies on this criteria

have been conducted. The most usd'iLl oftbese include a recent stUdy conducted on

behalfof the Small Craft. Harbours (SOl) branch of the DepartmeDt ofFisheries and

Oceans (DFO) by Eastern Designen Limited (1991). They recommended the adoption of

exceedance or threshold values (Table 4.2).
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Table 4.1:: SCH Exceedance Criteria (Eastern Designers Limited, 1991)

Siglfijictufl Waw Bright (m)
Wave Period ($) Not to H acutkd Olter

illSOllalJ"J' DO'I1etU .....
2> T,.

I I
0.30

2 < T, < 6 0.60 0.30 0./5
T,.>6 0.60 0.30 0./5

A more recent stUdy conducted by AIria Engineering (Fournier, 1993) based their

exeeedance or threshold values on the domil'lam: vessel class. as well as significant wave

height and frequency of occurrence (Table 4.3).

Table 4.J: Atria Engineering Exceedance Criteria (Fournier, 1993)

STACK Loop Tlua1wl4 Perce1fJ4le
Locillioll ebus 1m H, m OccllrnJrce

Service I 0- /0.7 O.J /.0-2.5"
LbaJio. 2&d /0.7- 19.8 0.'
Moorillg /,2 &:3 o· /9.8 O.J J.O- 1.5"

Basin

The most recent study conducted by the Ocean Engineering R.esearclt Centre

(Morey and Cammaert, 1995) combined not only these two studies but. incorporated

other studies around the world. The resulting exccedance criteria (Table 4.4) were broken

down into two categories, recreational and commercial. This criteria incorporates a

significant wave height (Hs), peak wave period (T,), and hours ofexceedance per year.



Table 4.4: OERC Exceedanct: Criteria (Morey and Cammaen, (995)

Petfomuurce Harbott.,r
Criteria R«:rraJiorull COmJrIDCiDJ
Hs(m) I

0.30

I
0.35

TI'($) ,;' ';'
Jus /" aJ:udmu:e DO' vear 88 hnll'Ht 881m/I"

The importance of these aiteria can be seen when investigating the wave regime.

These specify exactly tbe inner harbour requirements for a specific installation. Utilizing

this data and the deterministic formulae presented for both wave prediction and

performance analysis. it becomes a probabilistic process to define the existing wave

climate in tenns of percentage exceedance and to evaluate a floating breakwater to

determine its efficiency. In Chapter S. tbe author describes how these formulae were

adopted into a computer model to conduct such a probabilistic analysis.
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ChapterS

PROBABILISTIC MODEL

One of the shoncomings in previous prediction and performance analysis

techniques for floating breakwater insullations has been to characterize the locally

generated wind·wave climate by a particular design wave (50 year event). The author has

utilized a more rigorous probabilistic approach and Monte Carlo simulation to define the

appropriale wave regime (Chapter 3). This allows the designer to take advantage of

breakwater peribnnance models developed by the author as well as established wave

regime criteria, which until this time have not been utilised (Chapter 4).

S.l Wind - Wave Climate

TIle author suggests a probabilistic approach through Monte Carlo simulation to allow the

designer to take advantage ofestablished wave anenuation criteria. The approach (Figure

5.1) incorporates the years (50), months (6-12). and Slonn evenu (240) simular.ed to

completely describe the entire locally wind generated wave c1imale. The
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FiIU~ 5.1: Wind·Wave Prediction Algorittun
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details of the process are discussed in the subsequent sections but, in general it involves

randomly genertring the wind direction and speed, calculating the corresponding wave

heights and periods, then binning and sorting the respective waves to arrive at an

exceedance and extremal distnbution.

5.1.1 Wind Oimate

The first step in the prediction involves generating the storm wind direction. This

is accomplished by utilising directional probabilities that are converted to a discrete

cumuJative distribution. A random number is generated between 0 and 100 and checked

against the discrete distribution to determine the respective direction. Once predicted, a

check on the fetch is made to ensure a wave can be generated. In situations where the

fetch is 0 k:m, the routine is bypassed and a DeW storm event is initiated.

The storm wind speed is predicted based upon the Rayleigh distribution, re

arranged. to predict wind speed based on a randomly generated probability and known

mean wind speed (Equation 5.1). This speed is corrected for elevation, stability, location

and drag then utilised to predict the significant wave height and peak period.

VI .. t4V~ I~I - Pu)

where; U, " predicted storm wind speed (mfs)

UM .. mean wind speed (mls)
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PrJ "" probability of wind speed U(O-I)

5.1.2 Wave aimatlt:

The wave climate is predicted based on the steps outlined in Section 3.2. The 6nt.

step is (0 calculate the critical duration. which is compared to the given duration of 10,800

s (3 hrs). This duration is based on a review ofdetailed wind records for two maritime

sites (Holyrood. NF and Chetticamp, NS) conduaed by the author and estimating the

durations of constant wind speeds, then taking the average. Although this may vary from

site to site, this value is representative of locally wind geoen.ted wave conditions.

Once the limiting condition is established the representative significant wave height

and wave period for the storm event is calculated, and are promptly saved to file These

values are then binned, which refers to counting one for each interV1l the wave height

exceeds. For example. with bins at 0.1 m intervals a 0.25 m wave height would count I in

the 0.0-0.1 In, 0.1-0.2 m, and 0.2-0.3 m bins. In addition. the wave height is compared

with previous heights in order to determine the maximum conditions in that year.

5.1.3 Probabilistic SUIIlmar:r

At the completion of the simulation, the binned wave height numbers are divided

by the total aumber of simulations to determine the cumuLative cxeeed.ance probabilities.

A secondary objective of the simulation is to compute the maximum yearly wave heights.

These heights are then soned to determine the appropriate wave height and periods for the

structural (15 year) and mooring (average and 50 year) system designs.
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S.2 Performance Analysis

The specific type of breakwater selected by the designer can be optimized for site

specific conditions by utilizing the exceedance dismbution as well as the performance

prediction equations. To accomplish this. the algorithm (Figure S_2) is broken down into

three distinct algorithms including geotnetr1C stiffuess. structure parameters. and

performance prediction. Once the designs are selected, a COst comparison is required to

select the optimal configuration. These steps are discussed in more detail in the

subsequent sectiOIl$.

S~l Geometric Stiffness

As discussed in Chapter 4, the st:i.ffuess is a function of several parameters. which

include the water depth. scope, and rode mass per unit length. This section oftbe

algorithm utilizes the water depth at the site combined with four (4) sizes ofchain

including lJ. 20, 25, and 32mm diameter to estimate the stiffiless under 0.3m of

movement for a 30m strUctUre comprised ofthree(3} 10m units.

The process employs Equations outlined in Section 4.2.1. which diewe bow the

stiffness is to be calculated. Once a stifthess for a given water depth and chain diameter

has been calculated. the next step is to proceed with selecting the dimensions oftbe

breakwater and predicting performance.

5.2.2 Struttural Paramete:n

Depending upon the type ofstt\JCtUte being considered, the program initiates with
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the smallest recommended dimensions of the system. These dimensions are based on an

extensive review of floating breakwa1er in.staJ.Iations conducted by Morey and Camm.am

(1995).

The key is to predict performance for each combination of mooring stiffitess and

stru~ parameters, then using this prediction to calculate the exceedance probabilities

for the transmitted wave heights (Hr). [f a combination of structure size and mooring

stiffness satisfies the exceedance criteria. (1% < O.3m), the parameten are stored. The

same process is then repeated for a second. third, etc., mooring stiffness and the

parameters stored if the exceedance criteria is satisfied.

Once all the possible combinations of mooring stiflDess and structUre parameten

have been exa.mined, a final cost comparison is conducted. This involves estimating both

the strUetural and mooring costs. These are based on ana.Iysis oftypica1 concrete caisson

costs swnmarized by Morey and Cammaert (1995). The resulting mathematical model is

shown in Equation 5.1.

(5.1)

where; He "" hollow caisson costs (Slm)

Bs .. suucture width (m)

i.e "" mooring cable length (m)

Ce = mooring cable cost per length (Slm)
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5.3 Example SimuiatiOD

To better illustrate thi5 probabilistic approach. consider the following example of

Dildo, a site located in Trinity Bay, Newfoundland. A review oCthe site was conducted by

the author to ascertain the necessary directional probabilities, mean wind speeds, fetches.

and water depths in each afme 16 directions (Table 5.1).

Table 5.1: Dildo Data Summary

Discnu 0.-" MiJuf. W"uuI F",,' W..~
DirtttiDlt Prob4bility l'tobdbiJity Spud Dq"

" " ... b. m

N '.7 4.7 0.0 0.0 0
NNE 2A 7.1 0.0 0.0 0
NE 2.9 10.0 0.0 0.0 0

ENE 2.' 11.4 0.0 0.0 0
E 4.3 16.7 0.0 0.0 0

ESE 5.6 21.3 0.0 0.0 0
SE 5.8 28.1 0.0 0.0 0
SSE 5.0 31./ ... 2.8 20

S 69 40.0 6.2 5.7 JO
SSW 8A .... 6.5 J.' JO
SW U.7 63.1 6.9 2.8 JO

WSW 11.8 74.9 0.0 0.0 0
W 8.5 83.4 0.0 0.0 0

WNW ... 87.8 0.0 0.0 0
NW 4.7 92.5 0.0 0.0 0

NNW 5.6 98.1 0.0 0.0 0

Based on the information it was anticipated that the winds of greatest concern

blowout ofthc SSE througb SW directions for a total probability of35% of the time. A
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wind • wave simulation was perfol"ll1cd using the software developed by the author, based

on a design period of 50 yean, an eight (8) month operating season, and a 11 m water

depth at the proposed location ofme breakwater. The results of the analysis include an

exceedance distribution (Table 5.2) as well as typical design stOI"ll1 conditions (Table 5.3).

Table 5.1: Exceedance Distribution

Hs "TlZ. "/WE
>0.0 35.0 100.0
>dl 23.7 67.6
>0.2 16.9 48.1
>dJ JIA 31.7
>d. 7.2 20.6
>d5 .. / JI.8
>d6 2./ 6./
>d7 /.0 2.9
>dB 0.' /.J
>d9 0.2 0.5
>1.0 0./ 0.2
>1.1 0.0 0./
>1.1 0.0 0.0

Table 5.3: Design Storm Conditions

s,-t p- Her'"
y.... mIs s ..
""If 9.2 1.18 0.14

/ 18.5 1..53 0.85
S 19.0 1..57 0.88
10 19.9 1.63 0.93
IS 18.9 1.65 /.09
25 1/.6 1.74 1.02
SO 17.5 J.08 1.34
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On review of the exceedance distnbution, the critical value to note is 0.70 m.

which a probability of 1%. In order for a breakwater to be elfective it wouJd be necessary

for the structure to attenUlle this wave from 0.7 to 0.3 m or a reduction of 5~.4. Some of

the other imponant values include the average and 50 year conditions with heights of 0.24

and 1.34 II1 and periods of 1.28 and 3.08 s respectively. These are utilized in selecting the

mooring system components which include the rodes. anchors. and connections. The final

value is the 15 year event with a height and period of 1.09 m and 2.65 s respectively. This

parameter is used to verify the safety factors in the structural. design.

Once this analysis is completed the next process involves the optimization of the

breakwater with respect to the COstS of the system. The resuJts afthe analysis are shown

in Table 5.4, which indicate the most cost effective system based on the combination of

mooring stiffiless. strUcture draft and strUcture width. The resulting structure shouJd have

a draft of 1 m. width of3 m. and use 13 mm diameter chain in the mooring system..

Table 5.4: Breakwater Cost Optimization

Sti/fMSS lJn,fl IV_ 0."'" Com
kNt", '" '" """ SI",
18.6 1 J JJ 1,014
Jl.6 1 4 I" 1.119
48.7 1 J 19 /,278
76.8 1 J 25 /.432
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Chapter 6

CONCLUSIONS

Current environmental and financial restrictions on harbour developments dictate

that alternatives to traditional fixed rubble-mound and caisson breakwaters are essential to

the future of coastal engineering. The Floating Bnahrmtl!r is one such alternative, a

concept which utilizes reBectiOIl, dissipation and/or transformation to reduce wave energy

and therefore anenuating incident waves to an acceptable level.

Floating brealcwater systems reduce incident wave heights through the conversion

of wave energy via reflection, transformation and dissipation. These energy reduction

methods can act in a singular nature or in a combination ofone., two, or all three modes.

The author suggestS that the most effective approach for classification would involve

separating systems by these three methods of wave attenuation

The analysis of floating breakwater systems was divided into two distinct stages.

The first was the evaluation ofme wind generated wave climate through the use of

recently developed empirical and theoretical Cannulae. This involves a combination of the
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wind speed and duration. fetch. and water depth. These simplified formulae provide an

accurate yet simple deterministic approach tha.t can with some modification be adapted

intO a computer algorithm..

The second stage involves performance prediction of a given breakwater size in

combination with its mooring system. This involved a detailed analysis of existing

techniques as weU as the coUection and analysis of existing brtakwater performance. The

Author employed well established dimensional analysis and regression techniques to

determine a representative deterministic model to evaluate performance. The model

involved parameters relating to the structure, mooring system, site bathymetry, and the

wave climate.

The deterrninistic models dcvdoped by the author provides a unique ability by

which exitiDg guidelines on acceptable wave climate5. These guidelines recommend the

use of a O.3Om threshold wave height combined with an exceedance probability of 1%.

The final aspect of me probabilistic approach was the development of a computer

algorithm.

The program developed by the author is unique, in that it provides the designer

with a detailed analysis ofthe wave climate and then optimizes the breakwater based on

the site specific criteria. The wave climate module predicts two key items which include

wave exceedance probabilities and the extremal distribution. Each individual wave

predicted in this stage is applied to the prediction equations and a transmitted exceedance

dismbution developed. When the exceedance criteria is met, an estimate of the system

costs is developed and the most effective system selected.
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A case study based on a Newfoundland site, located in Trinity Bay, was conducted

and the most cost effective system based on seventI combinations of mooring stiffuess,

structure draft and struetme width selected. The resulting suueture would have a draft of

t m, width of3 m, and use 13 mm diameter chain in the mooring system and cost SI,034

in comparison to the other systems which ranged between SI,2oo and SI,4OO.

Overall, the techniques developed and applied by the Author serve well to provide

the breakwater designer with an effective means of determining the approximate si.%e and

mooring system for a given type ofbTeakwateT.
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APPENDIX A

CAlSSONTEST DATA



This appendix includes relevant data collected from a series of model experiments

conducted on various types of Boating caisson breakwaters. A more detailed discussion of

these experiments can be found in Morey and Cammaen (1995).

Each of the parameters included in the following table(s) fonn the basis of the

paramdric anaiysi.s discussed in this thesis. These parvneten are as follows:

lD .. model test identification

HT - transmined wave height (m)

H, so ioc:oming wave height (m)

L" - wave length (m)

D" - water depth (m)

Bf - structure width (m)

Df • SO'UetW'e draft (m)

Ms • structure mass per unit length (kglm)

~ • mooring stiffitess (N/m)

AI



ID H H L r Dr 8, D M, E
IA 0./16 0..... 8.6< ~4 l.Il 0."" 63", 4547
IA 0./65 0.701 9.3 6.4 l.ll

~.~
63'" 4547

IA 0.135 0.80 /0.7/ ~4 7.ll
~~::

4547
IA 0.15 /.02 /J.6 ~4 7./1 OJI, </547
IA 0.323 0.94< /1.5 6.4 7.// 0.'" 63'" 4547
JA 0.399 I.J6< /5.51 6.40 J./J 0.90 639 4547
JA 0.501 1.16/ /6.81 6.40 7.11 0.9<

:~~
4547

IA 0.718 1.44 /9.1 6.4 7./1 0.90 45472
J8 0./18 0..... 8.6< 6.4 l.J/ J.21 8603 4547
J8 0.156 0.701 9.3 6.4 7.J/ /.21 8603 4547
J8 0.224 0.893 1/.91 6.4 7.J/ 1.21 8603 4547
18 0.239 1.02 13.6 6.40 7.ll 1.11 8603 45472
18 0.263 0.940 12.5 6.40 7.ll l.l1 8603 45472
18 0.320 1./64 1J.52 6.40 7./1 1.11 8603 45412
J8 0.347 1.16/ 16.81 6.40 7./1 1.21 8603 45472
J8 0.551 /.44/ /9.2 6.4 7./1 /.11 8603 45472
IC 0./21 0.691 8.6 6.40 7.ll 1.92 1365/ 45472
IC 0./89 0.74 9.3 64 7./1 1.92 1365/ 4547
IC 0.212 1.09 lJ.6 6.4 7./1 /.9 1365/ 4547
IC 0.134 0.85 /0.7/ 6.4 7.11 /.92 1365/ 45472
JC 0.19 /.003 /1.5 6.4 7./1 /.92 1365/ 4547
JC 0.353 /.141 15.5 64 7.11 /.92 1365/ 4547
JC 0.393 1.34 /6.81 6.4 1./1 1.92 JJ65/ 4547
IC 0.618 1.53 /9.2 64 1.1I 1.92 /365/ 4547
]A 0.05/ 0.145 6.J /1.7/ 9.1 1.62 1481 /61/
]A 0.192 0.54< /J.7 n7/ 9.1 1.61 /4821 /61/
]A 0.195 0.97< 14.4 11.71 9.1 /.62 1481 /61/
]A 1.011 1.51 17.9 11.71 9.J 1.62 1481 161/
18 0.059 0.24 6J /1.71 9.J 1.83 1674 /61/
18 0.214 0.54< 11.11 /3.7/ 9.J /.83 /674 /63/
18 0.303 0.97< 14.40 /3.7/ 9.J /.83 /6745 /63/
18 /.078 1.5/ 37.9 /3.7/ 9.J /.83 /674 /63/
3A 0./28 0.353 6.21 3.05 3.0 0.6/ /86/ /63/
3A 0.224 0.65 /J.8 3.05 J.05 0.6/ /86/ /6J/0
3A 0.275 0.51/ 9.8 J.05 J.05 0.6/ /86/ /63/
3A 0.340 0.68/ /9.0 3.05 J.05 0.6/ /86/ 163/
3A 0.705 0.89 25.42 3.05 1.05 0.6/ 186/ /63/
38 0.061 0.3ll 6.12 9.00 J.05 0.61 186/ 301Y<
38 0./04 0.J05 7.6J 9.00 J.05 0.61 1861 3019<
38 0./75 0.411 8.14 9.00 J.05 0.61 186/ 3029
38 0./99 0.55 JJ.8 9.00 1.05 0.6/ /86/

~~;~38 0.258 0.54 11.2 9.0< 1.05 0.6/ /86/

A2



ID H r H Lr Dr B, D, M ~.

3B 0.29 D.55l 9.8 9.0 3.0 0.61 /861
;~;~3B 0.42/ 0.572 /9.0 9.00 3.05 0.6/ /861

3C 0.083 0./9 9.8 14.63 3.05 0.6/ /861 3406
3C 0./00 0.14 /2.1 14.63 3.0 0.6/ 186/ 3406<
3C 0.185 0.462 13.8 14.63 3.0 0.6/ 1861 3406<
JC 0.38< 0.68/ 19." 14.63 3.0 0.6/ 186/ 3406<
3C 0.J9 0.72 /6.0 14.63 3.0 0.6/ 186/ 3406<
3C 0.76/ 0.84 25.4 14.63 3.0 0.6/ /86/ 3406<
3C 0.779 0.8/3 30.5 14.63 3.0 0.6/ /86/ 34064-
4,( 0.278 0.610 9.63 7.62 3.6 1.0 391 34060
4,( 0.295 0.563 14.08 7.62 3.6 1.0 391 3406
4,( 0.536 0.674 /9.1 7.62 3.6 1.0 39/6 3406
4B 0.210 0.5j 9.13 7.62 4.8 1.0 5212 3406<
4B 0.228 0.55

j~:~
7.6 4.8i 1.0' 5112 34~"!

4B 0.160 0.63 7.62 4.Bi 1.0 5212 3406<
4B 0.#5 O.OJ /8.7/ 7.61 4.Bi 1.0 511 3406<
4B 0.69 0.851 U.J 7.61 4. 1.0 5222 3406<

5 0.0/ 0.15} H 3.50 1.8 0.30 54 650;
5 0.0/9 0.09 1.35 3.50 /.80 0.30 54 650<
5 0.022 0.101 1.52 3.50 1.80 0.30 54 650<
5 0.02 D.H 3.43 1.50 1.8 0.30 54 650<
5 0.01 D.ll 2.91 3.5 1.8 0.30 540 650<
5 0.01 0.09< 1.1 3.5 1.8 0.30 54 650<
5 0.028 0.12 3.1 3.5 1.8 030 54 650<
5 0.030 O.OB 1.1 3.5 1.8 0.30 54 650<
5 0.031 0./6< 4.2 3.50 1.8 0.30 54 650<
5 0.04/ O.OB 1.0 3.50 1.8 0.30 54 650<
5 0.041 0.07 /.8 J.SO 1.8 0.30 54 6500
5 0.059 O.la 4.73 3.50 1.8 0.10 54 6500
5 0.081 0.11 5.3 3.50 1.8 0.3£ 54£ 650
5 O.lOB 0.151 6.3 3.50 1.8 0.30 54£ 650
5 O.ll 0.301 7.5 3.5 /.8 0.3£ 54' ~~5 0./8< 0.37 9.4 3.5 /.8£ 0.3£ 54£
5 0.16< 0.43 ~0.8 3.50 /.8£ 0.3£ 54£ 650<
5 0.363 0.50 11.6 3.50 /.8£ 0.3£ 540 650<
5 0.471 0.605 15./ 3.50 /.80 0.30 54£ 650<
5 0.6<13 0.75 /8.9 3.50 /.80 0.30 540 650<
5 0.948 /.00 15.1 3.50 /.80 0.30 540 6500
5 1.361 1.512 37.80 J.50 /.80 0.3 54 6500
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